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.·New MexiCo

· Today is the .last day to
pick up and file. a candidate's
statement for the Oct. 27
NMPIRG Board of Directors
election, Statements must
be in the PIRG ·office by 5
p,m.
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UN.M Students Rally for Nobody on Mall

(:·
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Nobody speaks to the media~

By Chris Hammond
The UNM Mall was fiiJed with
students rallying for Nobody for
President yesterday. ·
Nobody is running under the
Birthday Party, formulated by the
Hog Farm Community from San
Frallc1sco.
Nob'ody arrived in a ·confetti
covered Volkswagen, driven by Ken
Kietzke of .the Slumber Party,
which is sponsoring tile campaign
on campus..
Nobody 'spoke to the. crowd at
the mall, while a jug . band entertained with such political ditties
as "Nobody knows the trouble I've
seen ... "
Some of the Hogs Fann people
were present, dressed in formal red
or blue "Nobody for President"
jogging ·suits and propellor driven
beanies.
Wavy Gravy~ once H"ugh
Romney, comedian and Woodstock
announcer, now sJX)kesman for the
"Nobody For President'' camp!Jign, stated the . Birthday Party
· slogan: "Write in, right on, right
·off."
Gravy said nobody's platform is:
stop the kiUing, feed the people and
have fun.
· Nobody's credentials came out
· during the rally: nobody· balanced
the budget, ·nobody lowered taxes
·Jut year, nobody stopped the war,
and nobody Is feeding the hungry.

· • · · '"'*"M<."'':.,:~tl
·wavy Gravy, hoflling the Birthday Party's mascot,. and a
member of the Hogs Farm at the Nobody for President rally.
''Nobody is perfect," said Party leanets, he said, "Nobody
Gravy:••Let nobody run your life. has all the answers/'
Nobody cares."
(Carter has since started using the
When asked if somebody is better words no one.)
Wavy said one of the most
than nobody, Gravy,said, "Nobody
is better than nobody!''
memorable confrontations during
Nobody apparently has had a lot the campaign was at the Republican
Qf support in the past.
Convention in Kansas City.
"Forty three percent of the
"A·plainclothesman approached
population voted for nobody in the me and noticed a· bulge in my
last election,'' said Gravy.
pocket. Accusing me of having a
Gravy said the Birthday Party gun, he reached .in my pocket and
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··
Thereis a new kindofjournalismandithasmoreto
do with lung than Woodward· and Bernstein. It ina'n
Volv..es· ·kee· ·n·1 an a'ntc· ns·a·v·e J'ournal,. and t-hn·a·ques
doins so were descri.bed Friday·aftern90n, in the UNM
Honors Center by Counselor Anne Dudley Edwards.
Edwards, who counsels women in Albuquerque in
private practice, traveled to St. Louis to learn more
about the intensive jqurnal ·from Ira -Progoff,
originator of this ~ype of intensive journal.
At farst skeptical, she came to feel that the technique
Progoff.advances has ''an incredible effect, especially'
on per~ns who are in transition and momentarily
uncertain of which direction their life will take.
pa.
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·

-intersections, a record of' the roads taken and not
taken.
There are other parts to thl;! journal, and they are
·
• d 10
. d h
th · k h
Ed
d
exarmne
" · ept at · e wor s ops
war s cond ct
':'Tl:~ p~rpose of the.exercise, whkh can become very
much a part of one's life, Edwards said, is to get in
touch with the hidden part oJ one's self that is rarely
heeded
"Ou; conscious mind is important, but there is a
world we are not in touch with, and it's very real. We
.
h. · h h h gh k ·
·
must get an touc Wit t at t rou · eep•ng an m-

...

"It's always a -ful' process to keep a~ intensive
journa~,'' _she said, "but when you are 'in an unfamiliar psychological place, it really zaps you."
Progoff. described by Edwards as a short man who .
carries on an ·extensive dialogue with Thomas Merton
in his own journal, said creative person~ travel up and
down in their minds-"up when they ~reworking in
'the world around them, down when they are spending
time in quiet revery, in the place where huncttes come·
f rom, .. she saa'd• . . . .
. ,
.
Iii trying to facilitate this creative process itt others,
Progoff hit upon the id~a of a journal, divided into·
specific · sections. It would encourage journalists.
(persons who write in journals in this case) to catalogue .
. .their experiences ~nd feelings. in a prescribed manner. : .
They go up and down in their minds by going through'
the horizontal sections o~ the journal.
.
•.. ·The. process of entering obsef'Vations and intUitions
causes the person to·go deep within ttim·self. "Deeper
'than I thougllt I could,'' said one meeting participant
··who keeps a journal.
. · SOmejourn;tl
categories inelude:
'

r
·
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allowed to appear on the ballot or

uHe· looked at me and said,

tltereshouldbeaplaceontheballot
'You're Gravy.
too weird to arrest!,"'
for
a vote of no-confidence.
declared
-:Elimination of the office
About eight years ago the Hog.
entirely and if spokesmen arc . Farm Commune hailed from a 14
needed, the Birthday Party suggests acre farm in Llano, outside Taos.
Paul Newman . and Harry
Because of the widespread
Belafonte.
coverage of the WoodstQck Festival
When Gerald For d was at (Wavy Gravy was the announcer),
Walnut Creek, the Birthday Party the commune soon found themdisplayed their banner. Noticing selves overwhelmed with people.
Ford's nervous reaction, Wavy
This prompted the acquisition of
said, "Everybody's afraid of Earth People's Park, about 600
nobody."
acres in northern Vermont.
Carter displayed his support in
••It's the last left turn in America
San Francisco when, speaking to a
before Canada," said Gravy, "It's
. crowd which had received Birthday for everybody."

Suit. Filed Claimi·ng
NM B·ar Unfair

By Bill Halsey~
A lawsuit will be brought against the New Mexico State Supreme Court
contending that the UNM bar exam is an unfair method of testing minority
law graduates.
. .
Jaime Chavez, spokesman for the Bar Exam Litigation Committee
(BELC), said at a UNM Law School press conference that flis organization
will file a lawsuit in federal court against the Supreme Cour.t because the
New Mexico Board of Bar Examiners are its agents and under its con~rol.
The-.Emergency Fund for Legal
Aid for Racial and Intercultural
Justice of the United Presbyterian
Church approved a grant of $5,000
to finance the lawsuit. Chavez said
. lawyers have offered to volunteer
their time in the case. Chavez said
35 organitation.ll including the
PhotobyW,T.H~~~ National Lawyer Guild and the.
· Anne Dudley Edwards
San'ta: Fe Attorney and Legal·
.
Workers have endorsed the group.
..:_the j)enod log, includins memories and fa¢ts. tensive journal," she said. ·
.
.
·.
, Chavez said, "The bar exam has
She said the idea is never to force anything, but to a disproportionate impact on
. :about-different periods in one's life, written in a nonjudpnental and non-evaluati~e wily;
,.
let it come out, "dialogue with' it," because ifhas a life minorities. •• A report issued by Jhe
. ...:.daily Jog,, obserVations and feelinss about daily ofits own.
· BELC showed that of the 37
.~~ts. imqes ar;d what's goirtl on in one's body; . ·
''In the process of recording one's dialogue, there is·· Chicanos that took ·the last bar
.
dimension, in .. which one. ·writes a rarely an 'Oh!' or·~ven B!'J 'Aha!' Often, however, exam, 27 failed to pass. The report
:.xroc~ti!rtl~o. statement, t~nes in;\md Hdialosues with" when looking bac~, one does see an 'Aha!,,.
..
also sajd of the two Native
· · society, events and his own body, all
. Asked whether intensive preoccupation with the American students. who took the
r<illllll'iol'lttltP of a real presence to talk with; .
journal. equid cause .~~c;. ~~ .become overly . in- test, both faifed tci pass. The report .
1-,..!o:Cirelllll ios, in which,drearits are detailed;
.. . . . trospectave; Edwards .satd tt dtd not happen to ,her, sh·owed that .of the 15 3 non- .
.....,11nn•~r wisdom dialogue, concerning the inger ·Ufe. - althoughJt could happen. .
.
.
·minority students, 35 did not pass..
search for 1)1eaning and truth throu~hout one's
''Keeping a journal constantly pwpels me out,
Chavez said, 1 'A lot of stan•
~~J"'ii!J".
·
•
.
c ··
pushes me into increased awareness. Increased energy dardized tests have proved to be
Jaime Chavez
history log. including .mefJlories and
comes ·from it, too," she said. ·
(Continued on Page 6>
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Arab Plan Lets Syrians Stay
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CAIRO (UPJ) - The peace plan
for Lebanon signed by six Arab
leaders docs not call for removal of
the 20,000 Syrian troops stationed
in the shattered country, Arab
diplomats said Tuesday.
Details of the Riyadh Peace
Agreement show the Palestinian
guerrilla movement, which lost 40
per cent of its fighting force in
Lebanon's IS-month civil war, may
have suffered its most severe setback since being ousted from
Jordan in 1970 by King Hussein's
armies.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
and Palestinian Guerrilla Chief
Yasser Arafat demanded withdrawal of the Syrian troops as part
of a peace settlement. But the
diplomats reported Sadat dropped
his resistance after President Elias
Sarkis of Lebanon said the Syrians
intervened at his request.
Lebanese leftists and Palestinian
guerrillas have charged the
Syrians-up to 20,000 troops have

crossed 'the border into Lebanon troops,to their prewar positions.
since June-were invaders trying to The Arab leaders agreed on
annex a slice of Lebanese territory language different from Egypt's
for Damascus and destroy the · original 13-point draft peace plan,
which called for the- withdrawal of
Palestinian movement.
The Egyptian pr,ess quoted Sarkis all "regular and irregular forces."
as telling the six Arab lt;,aders who
agreed to the peace plan in Saudi
Arabia that he requested Syrian
military assistance "in my capacity
as the legitimate ruler of the
country and the !"an responsible
for Lebanon's sovereignty."
Sadat replied: "If President
Teacher evaluation ofijcc is now located in, Marro11
Sarkis says so ... thcn this is a matter Hall Rm. 125. New Phone is 277·5201,
that concerns Lebanon ·and its
MEChA mecrlng Wed.,· Oct, 20 at 7 p.m. at
1
sovereignty and we have no right to Chlcal!O Sludies, 1815 Roma NE.
intervene in a domestic Lebanese
Kappa Omicron Phi will hold a general meeting
affair."
Wed., Oc[. 20 at 6:)0 p.m. in Simpson Room of
:
Sarkis, elected President May 8, llome Ec Bldg.
was sworn into office only last
Following polling places open for voting in the
Homecoming Qut.•tm election on Wed., Oct, 20: La
month.
SUB North Ballroom, Davis' Lawn. Poll
Tlie diplomats said the com- Posadn,
workers SIJII_nccded, Sign up at ASUNM door.
munique issued by the summit
referred to the withdrawal of
Deadline for applying to take the Foreign Service
"armed men" or "gunmen''-a Exam is Oct. 24. Pick up applicatiom at Career Serloophole that · excluded Syrian · vices, Mesa Vista, Rm, 21)1,

Bv Uniterl Press lnternation<!L

Students Attack Mao's Widow
PEKING,-A wall poster at Peking University accuses Chiang
Ching, the 63-year-old widow of Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, of not
only neglecting her husb_and when he was seriously ill but of attempting to murder him. The poster is signed by the· Communist
Party Committee oft he university. • .

Cable Cars in Jeopardy
SAN FRANCISCO-Because 65 people have been injured in three
recent accidents, a San Francisco supervisor wants to cut off service
by the popular but ancient cable cars unless safety problems can be
corrected.

Elliot's Nest

Bunker Leaves for Panama

NTE

Albuquerque's Only

WASHINGTON-Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker left quietly
Tuesday to resume the controversial negotiations with Panama for a
new Panama Canal treaty. State Department officials confirmed his
departure for the talks on Contadora Island beginning Wednesday.

Disco
.and

Backgammon
Parlor
at Elliot's Nest
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Snow

"The Password is Class"

this Winter
will be brought
to you by

2294 W.vomin!! NE

'
Student

New
Registers have arrived and can be
picked up in the AlUmni ·Office; 200 SUB, Monday
.through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(Menau7 & Wyoffling)

_UNM-

ASUNM Craft Shop will present a free workshop
· on plaster casting Tues., Oct. 19.

_ASU

~
so~

Deadline for Who's Who In American Univershies
applications has been extended until 5 p.m. Tues.,
Oct. 19. Bring· applications m ASUNM offices in Rm.
242,SUB.
Color video presentation. on Mall from 11 a.m. to S
p.m. on Maharishi's Message to the World Tues.,
Oct. 19,

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.

learn more aboUE Frank Zeidler, Democratic
Socialist candidate for President, Tues., Oct. 19 at
7:30p.m. at the Friends Meeting House, 815 Girard
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men's

Coronado Center·Lower mall

·'

Distributors For All Major
Manufacturers.
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Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.

NE.

GO
LOB OS

.

_BYU

shop

_Utah St.

2120 Central S.E.
243-6954

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs.

_NMSU

10% Discount On Any
Wheel Or Kiln With This Ad.

. '.

Boulet
Sweaters.

_csu

_.UTEP

_N. Texas St.

100% Acrylic

European

QuARTERS

stvfed In

exciting

The
0

Take a trip through Zen/
est/Arlca/LSD/Biofeedback/
Rolfing/Sufism/TM/Esalen/
Yoga/1 Ching in this big
bestseller about the mind
game by the author of
The Money Game. $1.95

fall shades.

G.

0

905YALESE

IZmOstore
302 Central Ave. SW
242-5055

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

Specially Priced!
Converse All Stars

$11.00
All Levi's

IIEW Ballantine PAPERBACK

ISCOUNT' LIQUORS

WI"!ROCK & MONTGOMERY PI.AZA

_Wyoming

Many In Store
Specials

20o/o Off

(Just mention this ad)

_Okla. St.

New Mexico

_Texas Tech

_Oklahoma

_Arizona

DAILY LOBO
Vol, 81

No. 43

Bor.20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerql)e, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277·4102,
277·4202.

·~·

the New Mexico Daily Lf>bo is published
Monday _th~ougl1 Ftiday every regular....week or
the Umvcrs.ty year .and weekly during: the sum•
mer session byrhc llo-ard ofSttldenf Publications
Of the- Urtlversity of New Mc~dco, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class
lJOslagc paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131. .Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
acadcinic year,
'I)Jc_ opinions expressed Clri the cdltorlai pages:
or The Dally Lobo are those or the author solely,
Unsigned opinion Is tliat of the editorial board of
The Doily Lobo, Nothing printed in The Daily
Lobo_ ncecs!:arily represents the views of the
University of New Mexico.
·

Contest Rules
Each Tuesday tht> Daily Lobo wiil publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
score· of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may. be taken to: University
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Record$, 1820
C11mtral SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or they may be
dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certificate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
prize will be a $5 gift certificate. Winners can pick up their gift
certificates for one week following the announcement. Decisions
of the judges are final. Daily Lobo staff and. affiliates are ineligible.
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Last
Week's
Winner$!
1st Jeff Peters
2nd Oscar Whittaker !II
3rd Ronald Marquez

PRO TIE BREAKER

_Cincinnati
_Houston

Official Entry Form
Name
Address
City
Phone#
UNM J.D.#
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
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Editorial
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Let's Be Honest
About Our Reasons

~
8

·B:?.

;;:
Z"'

After the student E:enate voted down a resolution to endorse the
.,(marijuana decriminalization activities of NORML, two senators requested
ill: a survey of student opinion on the matter.
~
The results of that survey have been tabulated and the opinion of the
, students (see story page 6) is that marijuana should be decriminalized and
that ASUNM should lobby for its decriminalization.
We wonder whether the interests of the majority of student opinion will
be considered tonight at the Senate meeting. Or is it simply a case of
paranoia? This paranoia involves those senators who feel they might have
some interest in becoming associated with the state legislature.
If those senntors and students who cry about retribution from the state
legislature have short memories, we would like to take them back one
year.
At that time the major controversy on campus was whether former
ASUNM Senator and self-avowed lesbian P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia should
be allowed to be Homecoming Queen. The argument against DuffeyIngrassia was that the state legislature would react by cutting appropriations to this University.
From the last figures we received, last year this University received the
highest annual appropriation in years. The paranoid speculation of
legislative action never materialized.
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A Small White Quite-Dead Maggot

UNM Athletic Department Decision
On Field Hockey Cut Is Ridiculous'

the maggot was the response
that I received when I brought it
to the attention of the supE!rvisor, which was more of a lack
of response, indicative of La
Posada's attitude towards their
customers, the dorm residents.
She ihformed me that it was not
their fault but thaf of the
distributor of the strawberries.
She gave me the impression
that she was disinterested and
did not care to pursue the matter any further.
>
Feeling a lack of ~oncern on
her part, 1 brought the matter to
my dorm advisor who checked
into it and received the same
response.
.
As a paying customer at La
Posada, I would like two things
of "La Posada Food Service,"
they are: a written apology anc;l
a sta,tement of policy regarding
how future gross incidents such
as this will be handled.
Paul R.Jones

Who Pays For What?

.by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
am'6fX7r

.r IJ/85
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Board
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Editor- in-Chict
Susan Walton

Mana9ing Editor
Teresa Coin

, News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

indirect taxation.
Nothing is free which comes
from Washington.
Any rights or goods and services
granted by governments can be
rescinded by that government at
anytime it sees fit.
Joe Montoya is bribing the slaves
with their own money.
Don't picture the government as
a granter of rights and goods and
services. That leads to loss of in·
dlvidual responsibility-the back·
bone !lf our great country. When
people lose responsibility, socialism
sets in ~the kirtd Joe Montoya
votes for. After the bait of socialism
is swallowed, the boom is lowered
by those at the top into a govern·
ment of absolute control-a die·
tatorship or communistic govern·
t'nent, whichever you prefer.
Joe Morttoya backers: think
about how you are bribed with
short torm comforts, sacrificing
your lon(J terrn 'freedom. "The
siavcs llro boit~g bribed with their
own n1oney" sums up my feeling
about big spenders in Washington.
Neal LaFon

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman
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Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts:- & Media
Ken Walston

Sports Editor

Tit,, GallaQher

~curious'

LOBO Misses Importance
Of Fine Piece of Sculpture

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Copy Editor

Karon Moses

Editor:
On Friday, Oct. 15, the LOBO
carried an interview with Joseph
Chavez, a prominent New Mexico
sculptor and UNM alumnus whose
work is currently on exhibition at
the Jonson Gallery. In that interview Chavez sadly commented
that his "students' attitudes towards modern art hold true for a lot of
people in this country. They just
cannot seem to relate, not just to
sculpture, but to modf!rn art in
general."

Paranoid Opinions Offered Are All Wet
Editor:
I am writing in reference to the
opinions tabled by paranoids like
Mark Lamborn and Do;lnnis
Graham, While I'll admit that
Athlete's Foot is a horrific disease
that must be stamped out at any
price, I also feel that our society
must show sympathy and compassion by forgiving the un·
fortunates that are stricken by this
terrible social disease.

"It couldn't happen to me!" is
the cry heard throughout locker
rooms and public pools all over our
great nation.
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Don't be ashamed, buy that tube ~.
of "Desenex". with pride, for you ~
r
are ridding society of the most 0
0'
horrible plague since "Black Leg."
0
Jonathan Amsbary 0
n
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•Tough Traveler
eTruckln'
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CINDY
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265-9190 • since 1967

1425 SAN ffiATEO NE

On Your Ballot

RED SEAL CLASSICS

e'fllddi~io~
Holst: The Planets

$2.99
~

"''.f~MMI~
Cii.JYP[...()(fi.Yto

..ntt

c.o~..,

~

The Horowitz Concerts:

1975/1976

Claude Boiling & Alexandre LaGoya
Maurice Andre: Joyride

Rampal Plays Vivaldi

ALL $6.98 list RED SEAL.classics on sale:

$4.99 each

I

1

PLUS- All Victrola budget classics

I
I
II
!

I'

•

(multiple discs sets: add $4.99/disc)
ALL $7.98 list RED SEAL 8-track & cassette tapes
$5.99 each (where available)

$2.49/disc
(We special order any LP or tape in print
at no cost to our customers)

Sale ends Oct. 28
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Hom.ecoming Qu.een
candidate #3

~
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"Album of the Month"

IGOTTSCHLINGI
I
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~

ReCord ear

1

The
Aggies

1
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IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU, it can
happen to your daughter,' it can
happen to your wife, it can even
happen to your mother. The shame
and mental anguish levied by
fanatic organizations like P.I.S.S.
must STOP. It is time for those of
you who suffer from cracked toes
and itchy feet to come out oi the

CAmPUS - CITY - CROSS COUNTRY

~rilliatU

Had the LOBO asked, it could
have learned that the sculpture was
made by George Rickey, one of
America's most distinguished living
sculptors, an artist whose works
are installed in major r:nuseums and
public places throughout the
United States and Europe. It is
without question the finest piece of
sculpture installed in a public place'
in New Mexico. So stop before you
gibe! Go sit on a grassy mound
beside the pond on a sunny afternoon; Look at Rickey's work for
a while. You'll find it can do things
~._,...., _ _ _ _ _ ._.. ___f

I

must hide their heads in shame.
Personal hygiene starts at home,
for clean feet, we must have clean
minds.

rucksocks & bogs for.

ncn

"0

&

closet and seek treatment. This can ."'
never happen when the victims

bicycle ond hiking bogs

Ironically, the front page of the
same issue carried a photograph of
a piece of sculpture recently installed on campus. As if to prove
Chavez' point, at least insofar as
the editors of the LOBO are con·
cerned, the photo was captioned
"Rotating Toothpicks." Such a
joke does no real harm, except in·
solar as it constitutes a barrier to
comprehension. It signals that
there is no need to understand, no
need to discover the value of the
new or unfamiliar. In so doing it
stands as a signal precisely con·
trary to the real purpose and nature
of a university.

~
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We believe that the excuses given in the Senate for turning down the
pro-marijuana resolution represent the same type of paranoid sentiments. Editor:
Unfortunately, my little bub- ,
In actuality, the legislature does not care about student sentiments, as we
ble of happiness has been shat"Happiness is a full tummy,
saw in the protest against last year's tuition increase. The only people who
tered
by the discovery of a
seem to react are those students who wish to place themselves above so sez Snoopy, La Posada
maggot
in the "food" served to
student sentiment and make a soft nest for themselves as so-called agrees." This statement heads
"representatives" of the UNM student body.
the
page
of
rules
and me by La Posada.
This gross incident· occurred
If the senators do not want this resolution passed, we urge them to regulations distributed to • the
come up with another excuse.
customers of La Posada at the Saturday, Oct. 16, 1976, while I
was in the process of con·
•
beginning of the semester.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 0 p I N I 0 N IIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll suming lunch. I had the misfortune of selecting strawberry
shortcake for dessert. It had
been a leftover dessert item
• from a few previous meals. Age
had obviously taken its toll with
I
this item, by transforming the
strawberries into a grotesque
mittedly does beat the College of Santa Fe, but with form of reddish-black mush
By Harold Smith
increasing regularity is destroyed by teams like "big" which I removed, presuming it
I was extremely disheartened to read In the LOBO
Ft. Lewis College.
last week about the women's athletic department's
was not edible.
The saddest part of all 'is the field-hockey players
decision to drop field hockey from its program. DirecI proceeded to sink my fork
who will lose their scnolarships. I hope that coach
tor Linda Estes, in another one of her moves to "imQuinlan, at least this once, will not donsent to this into what remained when I
prove" her department, is undoubtedly being
noticed that, right in the middle,
defeat of all her past efforts, in quiet subservience.
pressured by those outside the University to add softAnd I do have a suggestion if Estes is bent upon on top of the whipped cre"m
ball to her sports list.
bringing
softball to UNM. Instead of zapping field was a maggot. Fortunately it
Unable to scrounge up enough money to do this,
hockey,
it
would be a little better to get rid of (if one was quite dead. Unfortunately
the one-track-minded Estes has suddenly and without
must
get
rid
of something) women's golf and swim- so has been my appetite since.
warning destroyed the best women's team on this
ming, or even volleyball. Field hockey definitely has
campus. Year after year, season after season, the Bev
What concerns me more than
more drawing power than golf and swimming if
Quinlan-led field hockey team is the winningest
revenue is the only concern of Estes.
women's squad at UNM. Yes, that includes basketIn conclusion, where does this new softball team
ball.
plan to play? To make money it's going to have to
The field·hockey players are the most motivated,
charge admission, and off hand I can't think of ahy
the most dedicated bunch of athletes on this campus,
place on campus {other than Lobo Field which is a
and {this is very important) they are not, for the most
(Editor's note: The second page
hardball field) Where such an arrangement is possible of a letter r1111 Oct. 15 was inadpart, the typical ~otistical college athletes. As for sof.without spending money for facilities.
tball being revenue producing, one only has to look at
vertantly left off when it was prinWhatever happens, I hope the field-hockey team
the men's baseball team to.see that J:stes' vision of
ted. This ·s I he conclusion.)
will go ahead to win the Intermountain conference
future money is merely a dream.
and travel to· nationals. This would certainly prove the Editor:
One gets the feeling that field hockey, however sucRemember:
Estes plan to be ridiculous. What the women's athletic
cessful, just does not field the type of women athletes
Whatever
the government gives
department needs more than softball is a new direcJ:stes desires for her budding department. What Ms.
you
as
an
individual
has been 1aken
Estes wants is programs like volleyball Which ad· · tor. Asurewinnerwould be Bev Quinlan.
from you in the forr'n of direct and

Editorial
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By George M. Coston, ASUNM Senator
On Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1976, the
need to be revamped. I would like
ASUNM Senate stupefied rnany by
to thank Mr. Tempkin for bringing
this out.
failing to pass a resolution endorsing the decriminalization en·
When examining the resolution
of
the
National
itself that I wrote, it is plainly stated
deavors
Organization for the Reform of 'that in 1975 over 2000 New
Marijuana Laws INORML). This is
Mexicans were arrested for
curious because there are facts
possession of one ounce of
available that would indicate that
marijuana or less.
the support of this resolution might
The resolution then goes on to
be considered a progressive move
state that the average cost per
arrest of one New Mexican for
on the part of the ASUNM Senate.
As stated by Mr. Louis Tempkin
possession of one ounce of
in his letter to the New Mexico
marijuanaorlesswas$1,400.
Daily LOBO on Oct. 11, this Univer·
· To ignore these facts is to deny
sity back in 1971 recognized the
that law enforcement energies are
being mischanneled and that tax
·need to take a serious look at
dollars are obviously being wasted.
changing those laws which treated
In closing, any resolution,
non-criminals as criminals. But now
petitio!') drive, or· whatever which
it appears some members of the
helps to prove that marijuana
student Senate overlook this imsmokers are not a bunch of
portant fact and seem to be conrecalcitrant radicals should be
tent with accepting laws which do
welcomed.
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Reorganization Continues

U.- Students Against
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- Merkx Elected VP of Faculty

.Marijuana Penalties
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By Rebekah Szymanski
W. Flickinger, professor of Law
..g Gilbert W. Merkx, assoc. a.nd Linda Estes, director of
....l ~ professor of sociology, was elected
women's athletics. These three
b ·vice president of the Faculty Senate senators, along with the Faculty
yesterday- afternoon during the Senate president and vice president,
Senate,meeting in the Kiva.
will carry out basic administrative
8 The president of the Senate, functions of the Senate.
·~ Peter Prouse, was elected' at the
-Adopted ~n interim policy on
2! first meeting on Sept. 14 of this the guidelines for the con~ year.
fidentiality of student reco.rds. This
In other action during the policy would allow students the
..0 ."meeting, the Senate:
right to inspect their UNM
'-'·
-Elected three senators to serve • educational records (excluding
~ on the Committee for Senate grades) providing the student
IJ.. Operations. They are Henry Ellis,
adhered to the regulations
professor of psychology, G!!rrett established in the policy. (This

8

I

z

"I

I'

Bene Sandwiche' ·

I

.. ·

·,

'!-

,

policy must now be voted on and
passed by the regents before it will
take effect.)
-Passed a new patent policy for
the Universjty.
The Faculty Senate is still in the
process of reorganization. Last
spring the Faculty Policy Committee was replaced by the Faculty
Senate because faculty members
had said the policy committee was
no longer a representative body of
the faculty.
Ther.e are now 40 voting senators
of the Faculty Senate plus the
Senate president. The basic plan of
the Senate holds that one senator
will sit on at least one committee
within the senate. There are now
more than 46 committees that were
carried over from the Faculty
Policy Committee of last year. ·
"One of our jobs will be to try t6
bring a little more order to the
chaotic array of committees already
in existence," said Faculty Senate
President Peter Prouse. "We're
now trying to find a more efficient
structure for cm:nmittee work."

UNM Police
Cut~ Number
Of Escorts

I'

NOW

2 Locations

1601 4th NW 243-2543 Mon. thru Fri. 10-3
· 2805 San Mateo NE 881-7799 Mon. thru Sat.10-8 Sun 10-3
Rear Parking

.'

The number of escort teams
provided by the UNM campus
police has been cut from three· to
two because the service was not
being used enough Campus Police
·chiefBerryCoxsaid Tuesday.
Cox said the service is available
seven days a week from 7 p.m. until
midnight to escort persons to or:
from various points ·on the main
campus. Arrang~menfs for the
service can be made by calling the
campus police office.
·

By Ruth S. Intress
·A poll taken by the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs
(ORCA) shows that 82 per cent of
the UNM students polled were in
favor of decriminalizing marijuana.
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J At present I oppose it. .
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culturally biased. For example, the
Law School Admission Test has
been proved culturally biased by the

State Senate
can d•Idat es
•
Spea k TI 0n1g
• ht
The Residence Hall Student

A
· ·
·
.
ssoclatJOn
IS • sponsonng· a cand'd
f
·h
increases Cox said the third escort
I ate orum m cooperatiOn wtt
team would be reinstated:
ASUNM, tonight at 8 in the cellar
at Hokona Hall.
J:
Paul Darmitzel, president of
~
RHSA, said Kelly Crawford (R)
lt- and Tom Rutherford (D) will

*

1
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*
~
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the fight for ~
:human rights, and his extensive record in that field proves it. The
~Republican· Candidate opposes the E.R.A., as well as affirmative ac-,..
~tionprograms.
.
·
} .. We. feel the 'ERA is an important step forward in the fi~ht to secure *
*those inalienabte ·rights which be!ong to us a:ll.
' · ·
.~
: We think that if you are interested in seeing .progress in the area of*
~civil" rights for everyone, there is only one choice in the Senatorial race; ~

:two senatorial candidates. One candidate believes
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The Educational Testing Service
(EST) coordinates the bar
·examination. All tests are graded by
the EST. The test i> given
throughout more than 30 states that
have accepted it.
The number of' tim~es the bar
exam could be taken used to be
limited to five. The rule has been
changed recently to allow students
to take it as many times as they
wish.
Chavez sal'd the burden of
proving the bar exam valid will be
on the Supreme Court. "How can
. we decide whether the bar exam is
valid or ·not when we cannot even
look at it? The grading of bar
exams is a very secretive process.
The supreme court will have _to
show that there is not a more valid
way o_r testin" law graduates,"
"

Paid fo~ by iJNM Democrats
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Corduroy
.Big Bells
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Tan, -~reen
Navy, Blue
Sand, Brown,
Burgundy
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Vote for
. U.S. . Senator
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Jack Kolbert

Tne following people are running
for various positions in city,
county, state and federal government. They will be appearing in
the SUB ballroom today. "The
candidates and positions they are
vyihg for follow.

Noon-Harrison "Jack" Schmitt
(U.S. Senate)

Republicans

12:45 p.m.-Robert Hawk (County
Commissioner) · " ·
•
I :00--Malcolm "Matt" Dillon
(Independent) (U.S. Senate)
I :15-Tom Rutherford (State
Senate)
I :3D-Charles Martinez (County
Assessor)
·J :45-l ra Robinson (District
Attorney)
2:00-Joseph M. Montoya (U.S.
Senate)
2:45-Lenton Malry (State House
of Representatives) .. ,
3:DO-Raymond Garcia (U.S.
House of Representatives)
3:30-Emma C. Gonzales {County
Clerk)
3:45-John Elliot (State Corporation Commissioner)
'
4:00-Daniel Lyon (State House of
Representatives)
4: I 5-Tim Eichenberg (Treasurer)

9 a.m.-George Beach (county
assessor)
9:15-Kelly Crawford (state senate)
9:30-Jimmie Glenn (state corporation commission)
9:45-Juan Raigoza (State House
of Representatives)
10:00-=-Gary Stone (District
Attorney)
10:15-Bruce Caird (County
Commis.sion)
10:30-Leo Huffman (Treasurer)
10:45-Charles Davis (State House
ofRepresentatives)
I 1:00-Richard Klein (Bernalillo
County Sheriff)
l 1:15-Manuel Lujan (U.S. House
of Representatives)
I 1:45-Lucy Jaramillo (County
Clerk)

Mexican Food Specializing In Burritos ~

~.
n
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Open 7 Days !lam- 8pm

Complete Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415 Central Ave. NE 242-0921

Tonight!
ASUNM Speakers Committee
Presents

Carl Sagan
What are the ch(mces of life existing in other worlds?

Topic - Extraterrestrial Exploration

Author of Cosmic Coljnection, Consultant to NASA,
Active in Viking II project and UFO research

October 20, 1976
Popejoy Hall UNM 8:00 PM
Tickets at SUB Box Office and Albuquerque Ticket Agency

Good Luck LOBOS On 'T'he 30th
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.-ACE IT--leather and suede garmets
are hard to clean and require special
processing to preserve finish, feel
and color. You better know who
you're dealing with when you trust
you~ leathers to a cleaner.
.

OUR EXCLUSIVE PROCESS RENEWS
THE FINISH~LEAVES YOUR LEATHERS
SPARKLING FRESH AND PLIABLE.

$15.00

~

•Prices reasonable

~co;;h~;,::Uers
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Keiko Akutaga'"'a
llf)tJtecf)IDiltg

MONTGOMERY t. SAN PEDRO
SAN MATEO l KATHRYN SE
CARLISLE l 1-40 WYOMING • CONSTITUTION NE
MONTGOMERY • JUAII TABO HE

~
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Catt{(i(late

Xumber 4 On Your Ballot
Support Your IIomecoming
..~nd Your Team
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Your leather and suede garmets
1cleaned beautifully when processed by professionals
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installation o~ mid-block lighting
which is now underway in the area.
More recently the group circulated petitions calling for installatio_n of "no parking" signs
along Silver SE because of the large
amount of commuting students to
UNM who park off campus.
The city-traffic department has
installed the signs making the street
less congested and hazardous for
motorists,
bicyclists
and [
pedestrians.
~

Democrats
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film.
The organization was formed by
residents living in the "Student
Ghetto" area south of campus to
make improvements in traffic and
parking problems, crime prevention
and help in analyzing causes of
deterioration of ·buildings in the
area.
Jack Kolbert, councilman for the
area,' said UCAG was formed by
concerned citizens when there was
an attempted rape on an SO-yearold woman living in the area.
He said the incident shocked
many of the residents and resulted
in the cooperation of both young
college students and older age home
owners to help in combating crime
· in· the area.
· ·
Kolber! has made appearances at
some of the meetings to speak
about topics pertinent to the
community .
The group has also had speakers
from the-Albuquerque Police Dept.
to help implement a program of
safety awareness by teaching
· residents how to protect themselves
and avoid being the target of crime.
The group has also circulated
petitions encouraging additional
street lighting for the University
area. As a result, the city earmarked federal money for the

Acapulco Restaurant

Candidates' Day Schedule

SEN. JOSEPH MONTOYA ~ =~~~!~ thqeu!~[~~san~r~~n ~~~
"lgiv_e my J"ull and enthusiasti.9 *
~ audience.
•
Crawford and Rutherford are
support t~ t_he E.R.A. Thzs ~ candidates for State Senate from Ch~~~~::~~idonealternativetothe
amc:tn_dmfient wzllzmJ?rodve OPtlJJ.Or~ ~ Di~~:~~~~~d, students will have a bar exam could be to offer a
tunz
women
zn e. .ucat. zon, *
c_hance to talk with the candidates blanket license for anyone who
b.USlneSS,
. zes or
['f. [
,._
. d' 'd II D . I 'd H graduates from law school, or
PO l lCa parflClpa 10n - "'- Ill lVI Ua y, armltZC Sat ' e having on-the-job-evaluation of'
...- said
he wanted to stress that the
areas w_here disc.rimination has -~
fOrUm iS not a debate,
JaW gradUates, ·
existed jar women for many * •
.Q"'...cccoacu=ocoooccoco:rJ...ccrJ...o7J.IOO"J...r...r...rJ.,....J.,....-1
years. " t
.·
· .
.
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·
The UNM Democrats believe that there is a difference between the ~
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... State Bar Exam
(Continued from page

A film entitled Rape Alert will be
shown at Thursday night's monthly
meeting of the University Community Action Group (UCAG), a
neighborhood organization of
residents living south of UN!YI.
The ·meeting is scheduled to be
held at 7 p.m. in the University
Heights United Methodist Church,
2210 Silver SE.
The scheduled film prof.iles the
rapist and the victim. A ci_uestionand-answer period will follow the

r~
·i •."Y· ..:".
~. .· .;

The poll was given to approximately 250 students ranging in
age from 17-46 at 10 different
locations around the campus, Sen.
Shriver said.
The questions on the poll and the
Photo by Phyllis Kushner
responses to them follow:
-Do you understand the difSteve Shriver
ference ·
between
the
26%-yes; 61 %-no; 13%-undecided.
decriminalization and legalization
"The results of the poll prove
of the use of small. amounts of
that
the action of the Senate two
marijuana?
weeks
ago wasn't a representation
84"lo-yes; 15%-no; "!%-undecided.
of the stude'1ts:" Shriver said.
-Do you believe in the
Sen. Shriver said he will reaecnmmalization of marijuana? ·
introduce
the resolution at tonight's
82%-yes; 13%-no; 5 %-undecided ..
Senate
meeting.
-Regardless of your personal

If the demand for the service

,,

·:·~

feelings, should ASUNM.lobby,for
tile decriminalization?
61%-yes; 26%-no; 13%-undecided.
--Should d.ecriminalizatio.n be
one of ASUNM's major lobby
goals?

The poll, which was taken during
the past two weeks, was requested
b/ Sens. Celia Knight and Steve
Shriver after. the ASUNM Senate
failed to pass a resolution endorsing
the marijuana decriminalization
activities of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) at its
last m eet.ing.
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R.ape Alert Film to. Hi-ghlight
Community ·Group Meeting
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Hnmmond Proves the Blues Live
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Review by Michael Regan
have included the likes of Robbie (which was his last stop before
o
There aren't many musicians left Robertson, Charlie Musselwhite, Raphael's) rather than at a roadside
"""
Mike Bloomfield and Dr. John), bar 20 miles from Albuquerque;
>. who devote themselves to playing
- country blues, but one of the best Hammond usually prefers to anyone who plays with the kind of
made an appearance at Raphael's perform solo, as he did in energy
which
Hammond
g Silver Cloud in Algodones last Algodones.
demonstrated cannot be in it only
·~ weekend. John Hammond has been
On Saturday night Hammond for the money.
~ making blues records since the early ·gave a full house at least two full
His voice is rich and full and he
sixties and during his stint at hours of the blues. Seeing him flail sings in a lilting sort of style fteely
[;:
Raphael's he demonstrated that he away on his guitars, which included punctuated with moans and
Z still plays the blues with a a National steel-bodied, one might shouts-it provides a nice counoo tremendous amount of enthusiasm have thought that he was per- terpoint to his often straight-ahead
~ . and energy. Although he has often forming at New York's Bottom driving guitar. His repertoire covers
p.., recorded with backup-bands
Line or Los Angeles' Troubador the full range of blues material even

I

Q)

Unlike most other musicians who
only interpret songs written by
others rather than contributing
original material, Hammond does
not come across as being simply an
imitator or a folklorist, but he
makes each song he performs his
own, and, far from sounding like
Robert Johnson or Muddy Waters

Professor to Lecture
Now~
The

William V. Holtz, professor of English at the University of Missouri,
will discuss "Samuel Johnson and the Abominable Fancy," Thursday,
Oct. 21, at 3:30p.m. in Room 108 of the Humanities Building.
.
Sponsored by the English department, the lecture is free and the public is
.invited.
Holtz is an authority on the eighteenth century English novel. He is
currently deciphering and editing a recently discovered manuscript by the
brother of the Bronte sisters. It is hoped by Holtz that the work will help
illuminate the careers of the Brontes who are considered two of the best
English novelists of the nineteenth century.

"The
better bargain,
America's
top selling
import"

Applications are available in the
College of Fine Arts Counselling Center
Room 1103 in the Fine Arts Center.

AnAIINew
Toyota Dealership

COME. IN

AND SEE
Why we say
every customer
Is a star.

om.Bnsmess
Flnofui'Rltnro

Gotlsctlbloa
3500 Goot.ul S.E.
;uooqu61'qllO. Now Moxlco.8'1106
(505)266·11,41'1

i

J

I

l
725 Wyoming NE
just south of lomas

I •.

265-6445

Well, the Film Committee made
it through another week and all the
fibns came ·in and were shown.
According to my sources on ~he
committee all the films for this
week are in, so if you plan to catch
a flick this week, have no
fear-they're all here.
Also, another point that has
come to my attention is that a lot of
people arrive late at the film Why
don't we all leave for the theatre a
few minutes early; that way you
don't miss any of the film or bother
those who arrived on time. It's
always such a distraction to see
people bumbling to their sets in the
dark.
Starting the week off on Wednesday night is Weekend, directed
by Jean Luc Godard. This film is
my favorite Godard for what that's
worth. In this film Godard takes a
weekend drive and turns it into a
Faustian version of contemporary
. society. The film begins with a
young middle-class couple setting
out to borrow some money from

MEET THE CANDIDATES
' I

Today Wed. Oct 20, 1976
9:00 am-5:00 pm t
South SUB Ballroom · ~.
'·t

Harrison (Jack) Schmitt

' )

Senator Joseph M. Montoya

•

MiJu~ice

Malcolm (Matt) Dillon .

On Thursday night the SUB
Theatre will show Max Opul's The
Earrings of Madame De...This
French love film stars Charles
Boyer and Vittorio de Sica, the
great Italian director who died last
year. Madame De is a self centered, .
pampered woman who cares so
little for her husband's love that she
sells a pair of earrings her husband
gave her. By coincidence she gets
the earrings back, but from another
lover. The earrings become almost
as important to her as the love
itself. The earrings become a
symbol of her love as Opul explores
the essence of love and life.

Raymond Garcia

24 Candidates for County Races
Meet tlte
discuss the issue~, decide Nov. 2, 1976 .
. candidates,
.
Paid for by ASUNM Candidates Day Committee
aa.-aa~~

ma~~

We are taking submissions for poetry on the subject "Ode to the
Duck Pond." It can be written in any form you desire, from sonnets
to free verse. There will be few rules: the poem must be typewritten;
triple spaced; and no longer than nne page in length. Please sign it.
Also, please, no pornography. Remember what happened with the
"Love Lust Poem," after all.
You can make it funny or serious-it's up to you. The entries will
be judged by a totally unbiased group of LOBO staffers who will pick
the three best from the thousands of entries. These three, with as
much fanfare as the LOBO can muster, will be broadly displayed in
the Friday, Oct. 29 Homecoming issue in the Entertainment section.
You may bring your entries by the LOBO office, Marron Hall, Rm.
138 or you may mail them to The New Mexico Daily LOBO, P.O.
Bo; 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM, 87106, marked "Poetry."
All entries must be in the LOBO office no later than 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Oct. 27.
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For Appointment
· Call ·
.Ro:n or Sheiia

i
i

255-3279

i
i

2914 Central Ave. S.E.
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WEEKLY SPECIAL

2 •9 9

From Thursday, Oct. 21 through
Sunday, Oct. 24, the Orphic
Theatre of Albuquerque will
present The Alchemist, Ben
Jonson's classic comedy of pimps,
whores, con men and greedy fools.
First performed in 1610 at the
Globe Theatre by the King's Men
(Shakespeare's company), the play
presents Jonson, Shakespeare's
closest rival on the Elizabethan
stage, at his witty and satiric best.
The play is a tour de force of
brilliant ·knavery, unflagging wit
and comic invention, satirizing
man's greed, lust and stupidity.
Directed by William Weldon, this
modern-dress version. features Alan
Duma:s, Sandi Carpenter, Ellen.
Dowling, and the poet Bill
Pearbnan as Sir Epicure Mammon.
Performances will begin at 8:15
p.m. at the Humanities Building
Theatre (across the Mall from
Zimmerman Library on the UNM
campus). Admission is $2 for
students and $2.50 for the general
public.

while they Ia sf

on these 6.981p's

Pink Floyd • "Dark Side of the Moon"
Seals and Crofts· "Greatest Hits"
Isley Bros. • "Harvest For the World"
Harold Melvin • "Collectors Item"
Sale runs from Thurs. Oct. 21 to Sun. Oct. 24

Hours

East end
of
Corono.do Center

ffiondo.,Y-Frido.y 9:30
So.turdo.,Y 9:30-6:00
Sundo.y 12:00-5:00

293-2124
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Sandwiches
Salads
SpagheHi

Thick Pizza

Elect

Helen
Harbert

By The Slice
By The Pan

Introductory Offer
1 Free Slice Of Pepperoni Pizza
With This Coupon

UNM Homecoming Queen 1976

Good Till Oct. 24
Limit 1Per Customer

~

2004 Central

843-9750

Position No.7-

(:Ne Are Where casa Luna Was. Just East Of Harry's Hamburgers.)
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FLIP SIDE'S

As always the fibns are only one
dollar; that averages out to about a
penny a minute. Films are shown aJ
7 and 9:15p.m .
So, happy viewing.
~._..~-·----..,......-...--
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Oct. 20,1976

Friday and Saturday· night, the
theatre will show Underground.
Underground is a documentary film
by Emile de Antonios who also
directed Milhouse, a documentary
about Nixon. This film is about the
Weather Underground. You know
.the revolutionary group who blew
up things and made subversive
trouble during the Vietnam war.
The same guys who the FBI can't
find. In this film Antonios interviews the Weather Underground
during a hectic two-and-one-half
days of filming. This film is a great
. documentary about subversive and
political anarchy in America.

.1
Congressman Manuel Lujan

Okay, all you LOBOland literati, here's your chance to prove that
the pen is mightier than the sword. As you should.all know, we have
Homecoming coming up on the weekend of Oct. 29-30. So, in ap·
predation of the fact that many alumni will be seeing some of our new
and wondrous campus improvements for the very first time, we are
announcing a way to show our appreciation for making UNM a more
livable place to work and study.

their mother and turns into one of
the most bizarre •cinematic
statements on society. Godard
makes fun of technology, sex roles,
violence and even cinema. This is
one of Godard's most colorful and
powerful statements.

Anaya said, "There is a very active Chicano literary
movement in this country and there is a need to
disseminate the works of poets and writers to the
public. There is also a growing student body seriously
interested in studying Chicano literature,"
All the readings and workshops are. open and free

•

poetry in Room 115 of Mitchell Hal;;!;a;!;';2;:3~0;P~·;m~.;;;to~t;h~e;p~u;bl;ic;.;;;;;;s;;s;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

Poetry Contest Subject

By Miguel Gandert

The Deadline To Apply For
Admission For Spring 1977 Is
Friday, October 29, 1976

The workshops and readings are being organized by
Rudolpho Anaya, assistant professor of English at
UNM, Jaime Chavez, UNM student and poet and
Fernando Penalosa, artist and poet.

The presentations will be conducted by former New
Mexican Jose Montoya, who is a California poet and
author; Nephtali De Leon, a Texas poet, playwright,
editor and author of children's stories; and Josie
Mora, a Texas poet.
On Oct. 20, the group will present' a poetry reading
at 2:30 p.m. in the Humanities Building Theater. On
Oct. 21, it will conduct a panel discussion on Chicano

SUB Theatre

College Of Fine Arts

Later that evening, at 7:30, "Poetry Reading in the
Barrio" will be discussed at the North Valley Community Center.

Three Chicano poets and writers from the Southwest will conduct workshops and public readings Oct.
20-21 as part of the series "Sofy Sangre-Expression
Chicana," sponsored by the UNM English Dept.,
Ethnic Studies and Chicano students.

'Alchemist'
B_y Orphic

Film Guide
You asked for It,
You Got It!

Chicnno Poetry Rendings,
Workshops Announced

LOBO Ode-ers,
meter Renders:

when doing their material, he
always sounds like John Hammond.
Anyone who heard him sing John
Lee Hooker's "Groundhog Blues"
or Chuck Berry's "No Money
Down" on Saturday night knows
that John Hammond is concerned
with more than keeping alive a
tradition that some feel is dying;
more importantly tjlah that, he is
concerned with expressing his own
emotions and in the process enjoying himself and causing others
to realize that the blues are alive
and to be enjoyed and not of interest only to folklorists or anthropologists.

though he performs it all in a
country blues style: Robert
Johnson, Sleepy John Estes, Bo
Diddley, Chuck Berry, Mose
Allison, Lemon ·Jefferson ~:~nd
Willie MeTe)! are a few of the
bluesmen whose songs were heard
on Saturday.,
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SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

By Peter Madrid
Two are freshman. One is a
sophomore. Wh'en they are together
they are crazy as hell, but when it
comes to skiing, they are serious as
hell.
Jacki Skaro, Kim Skaro and
foAnn Erickson are all new
members of the UNM women's
nordic ski team. The Skaro sisters
are from Frisco, Colo., a town
within five miles of Colorado's
major ski resorts. Erickson is from
Connecticut.
Jacki Skaro, who has been crosscountry skiing since she was four
years old, has been selected to be on
the Rocky Mountain Skiing
Association Nordic developmental
team. It races on the national level.

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop
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Sally Broyles (in visor) of the UNM field hockey team breaks up a Santa Fe Prep offensive·
thrustin the second half of yesterday's 2-1 Lobo win.

Still Undefeated in Finai·Season·
2935 Monte \Tista NE 265·3681
10% Discount With This Ad

00W[!4~Lf~
'

Student
Directories
are on sale now
for 25¢
with v~id ID
At The
Student
Information
Center
In The SUB
And The Bookstore
l

!

Vote

Nordic Ski Team Adds
Three Fetnale Loonies

~

I.
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Sub Stickers Edge. ~rep
By Jan Boomhower
and Harold Smith
The UNM women's stickers, coming off a big win in
their own Fiesta tourney, did it again as they .edged
past a gutsy Santa Fe Prep, 2· 1, Tuesday afternoon on
Johnson Gield.
Starting all her second string personnel, Lobo coach
Bev Quinlan sent her squad onto the field for what
turned out to be a virtual practice session for the tough
Lobos.
.,
Dana Miller, who is a first-stringer, scored the first
goal of the contest late in the first half. At this point it
seemed the Prepsters, in their blue-plaid skirts, were
befuddled by the 'Pack defense. Miller made matters
worse for the high schoolers, who upset last year's
Lobo field hockey team by a single goal, as she burned
one by Santa Fe's goalie early in the second period.
The never-give-up Prepsters, who have visions of a
state crown, gained a jubilant goal in the waning
minutes of the affair by Pam Kelly. The goal which
got past the 6-4 Lobo sub goalie Carol Moreland
rounded out the score. The closing moments of the
contest were tense as the prepstcrs made some strong
attacks, but the Lobos held them off until time ran

'

l)aih Lobo

I

II

fired up for the game. "The second-string played
really well," she said.
The Lobos will meet Brigham Young in Provo,
Utah in two weeks. "There's going to be absolutely no
relief," Quinlan said. "We'have to play some sharp

J acki Skaro, the younger of the
Skaro sisters, said, "The reason I
prefer nordic skiing to alpine skiing
is because in a race; you have to
think what you are doing. An
alpine racer must win from the time
he leaves the gate. A cross-country
skier can pace himself. Besides, I
feel it is a nice change."
Erickson was chosen to a team
similar to the one Skaro has been
chosen for, except this one is in the
East. Erickson attended the
Lyndon Nordic Training Center, a
school in Vermont devoted to the
training of nordic skiers. Erickson
said she preferred nordic skiing
because she enjoys it more than
alpine. She also timidly saitl she was
better at it,
Kim Skaro, who last year attended Ft. Lewis College in
Durango, Colo. raced against
UNM last season when Ft. Lewis
had a ski team. Skaro said the ski
program was dropped because of
financial problems.

I

games."

Many of the field-hockey players feel that the only
way they can persuade those in charge of the women's.
athletic department to change their minds about
dumping their sport is to take the Intermountain
conference, and so far their "plan" has produced an
undefeated season,
Santa Fe Prep, now 6-0- I in league play with its only
losses (2) coming from the sticks of the "Big Plaid
Machine" of the University of New Mexico.

·I

Californians
Sink Lobos

By Carol Pavletich
The UNM water polo team won three of four games
this weekend in the Air Force Academy water polo
out.
tournament.
"I think tlie kids played well/' Quinlan said. "They
The Lobos glided past Arizona State 19-5 and
weren't used to playing but they kept cool." She said
Arizona B team I 0-4. The Lobos also soaked the
she used the second string because they had been
University of Utah 11-3.
coming to all the practices and deserved to play.
UNM wasn't so lucky against Pepperdine UniverQuinlan said Lobos' Sandy Johnson and Carolyn
sity of Calif. taking an II -3 dunking. Lobo coach
Munyon turned in fine performances.
Rick Klatt said, "They (Pepperdine) have a real good
Santa Fe's coach Jean KithU said her team had
team. We didn't play badly, the California teams are
improved 99 per cent. She said, "We've gotten our just good."
defense together. That first game against UNM helped
Klatt said the tournament gave a lot of his less ex·
us.''
. perienced poloers a chance to play. At the ~nd of this
Asked what she thought of UNM's decision to drop
season the Lobos lose goalie Giff Cutler and fielders
f1eld hockey Kithil said, "I think it's terrible. If they
quit you're not going to .have a reason for the high Tom Dalton, Mike Mann, David Lee and Steve Pizskin. All five are regular starters for the Lobos.
schools to continue. It's a good sport too, a graceful
The Lobos will not see action again until· mid·
sport. It involves a lot of players and a lot of exerNovember.
The month break gives the team time to
cise.''
prepare for the NCAA District Seven Championships
The "Broiler," Sally Broyles, said she was not real!y
which will be held in Tucson, Ariz.

NEW. YORK (UPI)-The
Cincinnati Reds beat the New York
Yankees 6-2 Tuesday night to take a
3-0 lead in games in the World
Series.
The Reds need one more ivin to
take the best-of-seven series and
become the first National League
team in 54 years to win two consecutive World Series. The
Yankees, who have won 20 world
series, would have to win the next
four games to take the series. No
team has ever done that.
Dan Driessen was. the "hero for
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POTATO SALAD OR COLESlAW OR FRENCH
FRIES,BEVERAGE
RE~.$U9VALUE
WITH THIS COl!PON
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Spaces Are
Available For

Kim Skaro

"I enjoy nordic skiing," Skaro
said, "because the competition is
greater. There are about 20 skiers in
a race unlike one-on-one alpine
skiing. Cross-country skiing can, at
times, be more dangerous than
downhill skiing because you can get
hairier slopes, 90 degree turns, and
you don't have that much control
on the thinner type of ski used.
While in high school, Jacki Skaro
compiled quite a record of skiing
accomplishments. She made the
Colorado All-State Nordic team · 1
1974-76, was nominated for
Colorado Sport's Woman of the
Year, was the Most Valuable Girl's
Skier 1973-76, and competed in the
Junior Nationals in 1976.
Talking about the UNM ski team
JoAnn Erickson
and the transition between high
school skiing and college skiing, gets in the better. I feel the
Skaro said, "I kind of feel the
returning women skiers will help
cross-country program at UNM Kim, JoAnn, and me as much as we
needs some development. It is a can help them.
new program, it is easy to see why it
has not fully developed. The
Jacki Skaro summed up the girls'
coaches are doing a.good job with feeling by saying that she and the
us. They are really into personal other two girls "really want to go
feelings. Coach Weber and Coach after it against the other colleges."
Brooks have helped me get in some · The UNM ski program has
good training. In high school, we something to look forward to from
did not train until November. its nordic women's team this winter
Training can't hurt you, it will only with these fine newcomers and the
help you. The more training a skier returning women skiers.

ASUNM's Flea
Market
$2.50 per. space
Applications can be obtained
at the ASUNM office.
For further information contact ASUNM
Office of Research & Consumer Affairs
277-5608
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the Reds, hitting a single, double
and home run. Driessen batted as a
designated hitter, a· position the
National League does not recognize
and that Reds' manager Sparky
An~erson prote~ted before the •
senes started. Dnessen also scored
two runs.
By the eighth inning the Yankees
had earned such respect for him
that he go_t. an intentional walk to
load the bases, setting up a run·
scoring single by George Foster.
Foster had doubled home a pair of
runs in tl)e second inning.

Pat Zachry, a rookie pitcher who
rooted for the Yankees as a •
youngster, took a large part in
burying them. He pitched the first 6
2-3 innings, allowing just six hits,
and became the first rookie since
l%9 to win a World Series game.

Annual Fall

Sale
Oct. 21, 22, 23
New, Used
and seconds:
Polar Guard Bags
Down sleeping bags
Down Jackets
Down vests
Tents
Packs
Summer clothing
Boots
And much more

A Queen to Represent the University at Lorge
6307 Menaul N.E.
Albuq: N.M. 87110
881-5223

Candidate #9
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HOURS:
11:00AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00AM TO 11:00PM
FR!.&SAT.

REDEEM Ai1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
EXPIRES OCT. 24,1976
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Save
200Jo to
SOOJo

USE OUR CONVENIE-NT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

Burguete

Driessen Leads Reds Win

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER I

Sports ·
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ENGl.ISH DEPA~TMENT COURSE descriptions
for Spring, 1917 now available in 217 Humunltles
Building. 10125
UNMSTUDENT D1RECTORJES are available to
students witll a valid UNM ID for 25¢ 11tthc Student
Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUB).
10/22
CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8136. tfn

;?,
' '
aJ
.D

B

0
0

PERSONALS

BARRY'$ E!.ECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro SJNCER SEWING MACHINE. I.EFT in layaway,
SE, 26,-4)335. Color TV's, tape d«ks, st~reo, ampli· not claimed. Equipped to ·buttonhole, zig zag. Pay
fiers, auto radios, Install burglar alartns. 10°/o dis- ~19.00and take machine. 255·7SJS, l0/26
count for student Wiih ID, Quick service. Used TV's
I.ES PAUL PROFESSIONAl. guiiar. $47~. Excel·
for sale. I 0/21
lent. 298-4470. 10/26
~-- ....

·----·--

RUSSIAN TRANSLATIONS JN Humanities, social,
blqlogical, agricultural sciences by Russian M.A.
2¢/word of original. Synopses also done. Typing and
postage inclu!lcd. C. Wolfe, 1n0 E. 5t)j, SliUwater,
OK 74074, 10/22

-20

.....l AOORA·STUOENI CRISIS Center open 24 hours.
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10122

El.ECT Jll!I.EN HARBERT UNM Homecoming
queen 1976, posili~o ff7-G. 10120
bN A BUDGET? O~ANGE or tomato juice·
cinnamol). roll-coffee or len. Only 70¢ a~ the Grinder
Fn~tory, I I I Cornell SE. Open 7 a,m. Quiet, roo.
10122
.
VOTE! JO BU ltQUETE 1976 homccomh1g queen,
VOTE! 10120
CI-IEAPO PAPERO/',<.:KS 70¢ an inch! Dargain
books from 57¢- UNM Bookstore sale m progress.
10/20

ON A BUDGET? ORANGE or tomato juice•
cinnamon roll·coffce or tea. Only 70¢ at the Grinder
Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Open 7 a.m. Quiet, too.
10122
'

SUPPOin STUDENTS, NOT sororities. Vote Val·
erie Randall and Pat DiVasto for homecoming qut:~n,
1976, Position "J" and position "A" on the ballot.
Polling places: SUO, llud Davis' so rage, La Posada,·
l0/20
IF THE LOVE I. Y Indy who sat in front of me at the
Gordon lightfoot concert-yeah, with the surgical
roach clip and water bottle-would call, I'd sure
rejoice, 293·5592. 10120

~~
,_

'

KI!IKO YOU HAVE my support for homecoming
queen. Best of luck, Pebbles. 10/20

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: GOl.D WATCH, Majestimc. Reward for rc•
turn, Writing on face "Love Forever Kath.y," Call
Charlie, mornings, 293·7331. 10/20

)!
"'

ARTISTS-''WORK IN the third llimenslon sculpt·
ins the human head." Classes begin Oct. 25, 1976,
Yc;>u can learn to work in clay leading to casting in
bronze, 294·89~7. 10122
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
formlng'-lSmm. 4-wcek concentrated session taught
by professional photographer in luxurious Lomas
Professional Building, Call294-8437 for more infllr·
mation. Studio 101. 10/22

VOTE~ FOR SAVOIR·FAJRE, not mummarleo and
derri'cre. Vole for Valerie Randalr for homecoming
queen on October 20th. Position "J" on the ballot.
Make a difference and vole! 10/20

_,

NUDE FEMAl.E/MALE models for art anatomy
book and art classes, 294·8937, 10/22

I.OST: MEDIUM SIZED Shepherd-Cross female,
tri-color, cream colored face, long nose, looks like
toyole, no collar. 266-3273~ 268-8317. 10/26
I.OST: Sll.VER MOON and star ring with turquoise
background. Reward. Calt 842-5394. 10/21
l.OST: BROWNISH ORANGE wallet, contains
ID's, 843·7166. Juliana. 10/21
LOST: GOLD WIRED·frnme glasses. Zimmermun
Ubrary 1st floor bathrooms. Reward·SS.OO, 842·
8443 after 6:00p.m, 10125
I.OST; (ll.ASSES, SILVER frame, black case. Reward. 277·5070. I0/20

3.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 843-6161 or 344·6476.
10/25
STUDENT RATES ON professional typing! Error•
free copies on resumes, papers, etc. Call Business
Servl~cs, 293-1l976. 10/25
LEGAL'SERVICES, UNM l.aw School ClinicaiPro·
gram offers legal services for students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose
as1crs and incomo do not e~ceed established guide.
lines. $1,00 registration fee. Call 277·2913 or 277·
3604 for Information ancl appointments, Sponsored
by Associated Sludents of UNM. 10/22
•
TUTORING SERVICES FOR Spanish students
CaU.243-7671. 10/26

4.

FOR SALE.

ROCORDS AND fAPES-good price, good sele
lion, good people, L .P Good buy, 3701 Central N
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
MARTIN GUITAR, STYLE 0'18 w/casc. E~ccllent
condition. $500 or best offer. Call 266-9854, 277·
6248. 10/21
1973 YAMAHA 350 RD. Recently rebuilt motor and
transmission. $600. Call 345·6477 -after 6 p.m.
10121
KLH MODEL SIX speakers, Excellent condition,
23 inches high. Has a powerful bass. SIOO firm. 243·
6900. 10/20
122 ACRE FOR sale. Just north clf Cuba .. Water,
electricity available. Ponderosa l'inon Cedar popula·
lion. Beautiful views. For more information call 268·
5658. 10/20
COLOR TV, COLOR & tim controls, big screen,
assume payments of $7 per month. New warranty:
255·7534. 10/26

SERVICES

MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan.

. EXPERIENCED TYPIST, PAPERS, manuscripts,
theses, dissertations. Marla, after 4 p.m. 296·4256.
10/25

I0/27

'FAMOUS QUIViRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Galtery is !II block from Johnson Gym on_ Cornell,
Special order service. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prlces In town I Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call265· •
2444orcome to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
l.SAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now.,..Call Pro·
fesslonal Educators ot New Mcxlc:O, Inc. 842·
5200. ffn
POTTllRY ·CLASSES, HANDBUil.DING w/por,
celaln. Caryn Ostrowe instructor, $65 for to weeks.
242·2425 or 836-128S'or write Mojo Poitery, IllS~
Ccnlral NE, 87106. CI~S.'Ies begin Nov. 2nd. 10/21

DUE TO DIVORCE BRAND NEW 1977 Kirby.
assume payments or $7.47 n month. New warranty.
255-7534. 10/26
ZENITH CONSOLE STEREO, AM·FM radio. In
good condition, $50.268·1824; 10/20
FO~ REPAIR BILL-color TV. Assume payments
of $10,00 or $89,00 cash, No Interest. 2SS·7534.
10/26

QUAD RECORDER WITH AM-FM, stereo 8·traclc
and all the goodies. 255-7534. 10/26
'
FACTORY SALE! SAVE 401\'otoSOo/o off on slightly
blemished Jensen speakers. One Kenwood turntable
and amplifier. Sansui tuner-~rould like to sell
reasonable. 255-7535. 10/26

COME FLY WITH US ...
WHAT A CHALLENGE!!

.-

PEACE CORPS* VISTA
ON CAMPUS Oct. 27, 28, 29
SIGN .UP NOW FOR INTERVIEW

Y}.

v

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
La"'! School Placement

TODAY'S CBDSSWDB·D
PUZZLE
.

HAND STITCH CO·OP pers;;;-.(i~;;-d-h-;,ndm~de
clothing & crafts. New members welcome !0·6 Mon·
Sat, 2000CentraiS~, 247-4498, 10/20

UNITED Feature Syndicate

. ..

ACROSS

CANON F·l, 50mm fi.4 lens, $349,95. (.eica M3,
with 35mm Suonmaron and viewfinder, $295, Nik··
kormat FS bod~, $89,95, New enlarger, 3Smm to
2~ ''Square, $69.95. We buy and trade pholo Items.
Wilson Camera, 3107 Central NE. f0/20

1 Wise
.
5 Rush of air.
9 S~ggest evrl
14 R,Jpped
15 Fiber
source
16 Strained
soup
17 Extent
18 The "C" of
"M.C."
20 Magazine
piece
21 Scrap
22 Most
slippery
23 Copenhagen
citizens
25 Reason
about
27 Pub
.
products
29 Unit in
physics
30 Breadth
34 Egyptian
cobra
36 "A·----- of
Honey"
38 Gy.mnastic

STEREO AT WAREHOUSE prices, all major
brands. Knowledgeable salesmen, Kent. 268-4)333.
10/22
73 HONDA 500 4-cyl well equipped, excellent con·
dillon. Headers, lots of chrome $1,000 or b~st offer.
247-3502 after 6:00p.m. 10/20
BICYCI.ES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843·9278. tfn
HAVE WAREHOUSE FUI.I. of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, B·trae~s,
CO's & reel-to-reel lape recorders. Sony-Pioneer·
Marranlz-Kenwpod & others. Freight d;Imagedstlll in boxes, 255·7535. 0/22
FM B·track Craig Pioneer in good condition, Call
Michael, 268-1823, 10/20
HAN~?CRAFTED CI.ASSICAI., FLAMENCO, and
acoustical guitars bufll 10 your specifications by
German l.uthier. Also, repair and refinishing of all
stringed inslrumei!Is. Minor adjustments while you
wait ..Caii298-50S6. 10120

71 DODGE CHARGER PS, AC. Excellent con·
dition. 293-4)497. 10/22
ROCK CUMBING EQUIPMENT carabiners, nuts
stoppers like new. $70.00 negoliable. Call 2682364, 10/22
MUST SELl. JMMEDIATEl.Y.l971 Camara Z-28.
High Performance engine, plus many more racing
p·arts. For more information call867·2757. 10/22

device
39 City on the
Mississippi:
3 words
42 Flower
- 43 Arab. title:
Var.
44 Kind of trap
45 Not yet up

71 KAWASAKI; RUNS good, SOOcc $650,00. 255·
4492after2:00p.m. 10/22.
CANON·FT, 50mm 1,8, $175.,90, 242·98". Paul,
277-6116. 10/22
HANGGLIDERS.I8' Std. white w/gold tips ex·
ccllcnt condition $350, 18' Modified COMP I good
condition $300. Doth Sandia Flown, Dillon, 299·
9566, 299·7584. I 0/22
OLD S·STRING BANJO. l.yon Healy, professional.
268-9386. I 0/20 ·
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61 Standardized
perceptive 33 Not messy
34 Nick
ritual
· 7 Protem: 4
Charles'
63 Of sound
W?r?s
_dog
mind
8 Dnv!ng ?rea
35 Cigar butt
64 Confine
_9 BenJamm
narrowly
-----: Amer. 37 Defeat:'
Slang
65 Within:
educator
38 Wading bird
Prefix
10 Actor Paul
40 Relief
66 Issue with
41 Unfamiliar
authority
11 Canada·
46 Short note
67 Singer
U.S.Iake
481nciter
Arden et al
12 Dregs
49 Low earth
68 Old
13 For fear that
mounds
69 German
19 Kind of vase 50 Coliseum of
river
old
24 Found: 2
words
52 Very small
26 Miss Castle
portion
DOWN
28 Gal in a
53 Lets it stand
1 Grave
song
54 Banking
21mportant
30 Distress
abbr.
artery
signal
55 Greek island
3 ----- --·-56 Biblical duke
31 Kind of
pie
noun: 2
57 Oar: Prefix
4 Paint
words
59 Dull person
5 Texas city
32 Calif. wine
62 Nat'l Educ.
6 Mentally
center
Assn.
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YAMAHA GUITAR. NICE &ound. With case. Free
music. $70. Call 883-2690after 5:00. 10125
35mm SI.R MAMIYA Selor 500 TL, SIOO, Also,
Sony TC 152 SD stereo casselle AC/DC $150. Call
344-7282. 10/20
UNIVERSITY AREA HOME for sale. 1500 square
feet. 1 3/4 baths. Excellent condition, mature land·
scaping, quiet neighborhood. $37,500-$16,500 CTL
Caii2S5·8919. -10/22
1971 HONDA CB 450, Excellent condition. Farjng,
2 bell helmets, plus extras, Must sell. $695. 299·
7284 afrrr 5 p.m., Darren. 10/22
UPRIGHT PIA)Iju, NEWLY reronditloDcd 1111d
tuned. Fin~ player. S200delivercd. Write: J. Temple,
:!220LosPadiiiAS Rd SW. 10122
1974 PINTO ~U~ABOUT WHITE vinyl sunroof,
automatic, aircondltlonlng, Take over payments ot
rei'mance. Phone1!4Z.f1468. 10/22
SACRIFICE: $1300 Pentax ES outfit, 3 lenses,
accessories, strobe. 550. I 0/22
HASSEl.BLAD SUPER·WIDE w/30mm Biogen
plus .case. Less than half price at $750, 294·8937.
10/22

S.

FORRENT

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO sharel·bcdroom house.
S80/mo including utilities. 268-6640 after 5 p.m.
10/25

6.

EMPLOYMENT

YOUR SKII.LS, EDUCATION," ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the· Peace Corps. All majors
-urged 10 apply. Call277·2636 for an on-campus interview or slop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
Thursday,or Friday afternoon 3:30.5:00. 11/1

PEACE CORPS
VISTA

·On Campus:
Oct. 27, 28, 29

_;/

INTERVIEWING
SENiORS/GRADS IN
PLACEMENT: Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
law School

PART-'fiME JOB, Graduate students only, Must
be over 21 years old. Need two pan·time empfoyees
for day work. Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday. nights. Apply in pcr~n only. No phone
calls please. Save Way Uquor Store, 5704 l.omas NE.
10/22
OVERSEAS JODS.SUMMER/year-round. Europe,
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, SSOQ.
Sl 200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free
information. Write: International Job Center,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
ll!IS
s.~ Aml'fica,
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WANTED: must have car & be able to type
70 words per minute. Cnll 271-4002 ft?r il).terview.
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VOTE
10-J'
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SALESCl.ERKS-full·lime & part·tinie positions
avaflallle, temporary thru Christmas. i\pply 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Mon·Fri at Lll Belles Distributing, 4920
Mcnaul NE. Equal opportunity employer. 10/26

f-;

8. MISCELLANEOUS
U)SE WEIGHT. 6-week program combining group
counseling, behavior modification and tnenta1 refer·
malion of body image. Phone 883·3687. 10/26
POTIER'S WHEEI.S FACTORY direct frorl1
binack Corporalion. Finest electric kick wher.ls
available. Pre-Christmas spcclalsl Some seconds
While Ibey last. 292·3546•. 10/20
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FREE EIGHT MONTH old Collie-Cross. Female•
Work: 277·3338. Home: S73·299.S. I 0/20
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